Chapter 3: Conducting an Effective Practice
“Practice, we talk’n practice…”, the entertaining lines of Allen Iverson downplaying the
importance of practice. I am sure we have all seen, or conducted the practice, whereby a 12person line at shortstop, or in centerfield is formed and each player takes their turn fielding “a”
ball and then tossing it wherever. We follow that up by throwing batting practice (five pitches) to
one kid while the other 11 run wild about the infield. Listen, when it comes to baseball, practice
can be the biggest difference maker in a coach’s arsenal contributing significantly to player’s and
team’s season success. Below are several points that will help when it comes to running an
efficient and effective practice:
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First, practices should never exceed two hours, and if run properly, an efficient and
extremely productive practice can be wrapped up in an hour and thirty minutes.
Get in the habit of developing a practice plan which will help you think through the
objectives of the practice and will drive effective time management. For convenience, a
Sample Practice Plan is provided.
For each practice, identify and share with your players the daily goals. For example, if
your day’s objective is around team defense, an appropriate goal may be related to
effective communication, i.e. cut-offs/relays.
Plans should limit player downtime and should exploit the energy that children have by
keeping them engaged and busy through multiple series of offensive and defensive drills.
For optimal activity and drill utilization, you will likely have to enlist the support of
assistance coaches and qualified (Live Scanned) parents.
Practices do not have to cover every facet of the game with each and every practice. For
instance, you may choose to focus solely on offensive hitting on Tuesday and Defensive
skills on Thursday. In another instance you may choose to cover both and finish with a
simulated scrimmage to drive home any objectives of the session.
Leave ample time at the end of practice to act as a buffer should any of the prior activities
run long. In addition, take the end of practice to summarize the day’s goals and
objectives, also allowing for player comments and questions. Though I recommend
limiting the comments as some of them can go on forever!
Finally, even with a practice plan and good intentions you may find that you don’t make
it through everything you would have like to cover. It’s OK and it is better to wait until
the next session, than to attempt to squeeze something in when they are mentally and/or
physically exhausted.
Note: Make sure to run bases as running bases seems to be a lost art that very few invest
the time in, forgetting to realize, proper base-running is the difference between being out
or safe.
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